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05.11.06 
You don't Love anyone, you Love the Egoless in someone 

 
You can only and do Already Love the Egoless, the Pure. You simply cannot truly Love 

Ego, no matter if the ego is or seems to be located in yourself or in other people. And then, 
logically, you cannot truly Love someone with (remainders of not-Seen) Ego either. You 
cannot Love your self. In fact, you cannot Love someone at all. It is the Egoless Itself That 
You Love, Always Already. You only Love Your Very Own Essence ‘in’ someone. You 
cannot Love Ego. It is simply against Nature to Love it. Just so, you may happen to like 
someone’s personality – it may fit your own, for instance – but you cannot Love it. Most 
people try to make themselves loved by others one way or another. In itself this seems to be a 
normal human activity, but from the perspective of possibly being Loved this is a senseless 
exercise. For the Ego within is what it is, it is not substantially affected or impressed by the 
attempt to be loved – the attempt which arises in principle from the Ego anyway. The un-
Seen, un-Surrendered, un-Confessed Ego stands in between for being Loved, Egolessly 
Loved instead of egoically loved. 

You’re tired and you don’t know. Tired of trying to (and supposing you should) Love 
what or who you cannot Love. Trying the impossible is always tiring, whether you like your 
‘own’ (or collective) games in this respect or not, whether you value them positively or not. 

Of course, loving someone because of attachment to this person is something else, just 
like loving someone because unconsciously you want something from him or her, attention, 
company, sex, safety, self-affirmation, whatever. No, I’m talking about Love, Selfless Love 
therefore. Selfless Love doesn’t Love a self. It is the deluding mind – as the representative of 
the (unconscious) Duality between High and Low – that is confused about this. 

Projecting Love is a popular pastime as well. You want the Love that you somewhere 
somehow feel within you to manifest finally – this urge is a most Natural Force – and so you 
project it on someone (in whom you don’t (want to) See the Ego yet). In this way, in the 
‘best’ case, your Love seems to be able to pour out, and you feel loving, happy. Until your 
eyes open and the disillusion comes. And if you’re ‘stubborn’, if you don’t give up on Love 
(That may once, possibly, manifest), you can project your inner Love that wants to free itself 
into the world of Form on the next one, the next partner, child or master, or even on yourself. 
For Manifesting Love on an earthly level, in the Body, projecting doesn’t work, naturally. 

Whether through exercise or by nature, some people can temporarily (or exceptionally 
permanently) be – at least more easily – in a higher spiritual state of love. But this doesn’t 
mean that thus these people love the ego as well. ‘At best’ love survives when it meets the 
Ego, despite the pain that the meeting naturally evokes. When we talk about Love Itself 
(which is Beyond the just mentioned love of the 4th spiritual level of consciousness and 
Beyond any other level), and if this Love, in its lack of unconscious resistance to anything, in 
Being All, in its Being a Mirror, really comes on a manifestation level where the actual 
energetic-consciousness content of the ego can be met, it easily takes the form of anger, or 
possibly fury – for ego is a(n unconscious) form of contraction from the Whole and 
contraction can be experienced as anger. Love doesn’t withdraw from this anger, while It Sees 
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that as long as ego rules in the Dark, Love cannot manifest itself on an earthly level. 
Paradoxically or not, when Love Selflessly expresses this anger – next to sadness, pain, sense 
of separation, and other feelings related to meeting Ego – when it expresses Egolessly what 
the ego cannot express as Love, Love does manifest, in and as the Body: that is, when It Sees 
the Ego. 

 
When we talk about Man and Woman, Man is not attached at all to the Opposite Sex 

not having and displaying Ego – or else He better go Home immediately. Contrarily, by Her 
Nature, Woman is Testing Man if He Represents the Egoless, if She can Love Him, if He is 
worthy to Love. She is afraid She will be fooled by Her (in the end own) Deluding Female 
Force that men embody (if and as long as they are Impotent to Transcend this Female Force 
by their Heart) and may easily – and very un-Manly – display. She’s afraid that She cannot 
See and Distinguish properly. She doesn’t need to be afraid. For She cannot – not without His 
Eye. Only if She is Willing to Surrender Her Ego, Man will be There. If She is Truly Meant 
to Love Him, She will. If She is Willing to Recognize the Pure, the Egoless Heart Itself, She 
will Recognize what is impure. If she rather feels like being a detective in finding wrongs in 
‘man’ instead of Loving Man, then this is so – not saying by this that Woman’s nature-given 
detective has no worthwhile function. The detective that is Embedded in High and Low, in 
Heaven and Earth, in the Whole That Man Is – instead of, as usual, being thrown up and 
down, from one side to the other in Woman’s Duality – is not lost nor bitter. 

 
You never did anything wrong when you couldn’t love. By Divine Nature you can only 

Love the Egoless, the Pure, and you were deluded in supposing that it should be otherwise, 
that you failed to do what other people seemed to be able to. No one – including masters who 
seem to be loving – loves Ego. You don’t Love it in yourself, nor in anyone. Laughing over 
Ego is as far as you can get – laughing over the Ego that safely assumed that it must love Ego 
as well, that in the end it must Love everything and everyone – next to being sad and angry 
about the Ego, frustrated and hopeless and seemingly being all right with it. The Ego kills 
you, if you allow it, if you don’t See it. It’s not natural to try to love what kills you. Allowing 
the Seeing of What is Beyond the Ego makes you See the Ego and this takes away the deadly 
poison of it. Allowing this Seeing of What is Beyond is Love – as far as this Seeing is not 
attached to (the Sphere of) Seeing What is Beyond, but is a Distinctive Seeing without 
fundamental preference. Purely Seeing the Ego is Love – as far as this Seeing includes 
Feeling the pain and cramp that the Ego is. Seeing without Feeling is not Alive, it is Potential 
Love without It manifesting in and as the Body. 


